
Landscape in Line: an invitation to be a part of an exhibition!

We’re inviting all of YOU to be part of the 
Linenhall’s Landscape in Line exhibition! 
Here’s a chance to take part in a collective art 
project and celebrate the act of drawing to 
mark this year’s National Drawing Day (see 
P.17 of this programme). The idea is to create 
a joined up ‘ribbon’ landscape made up from 
lots of individual drawings that are all linked 
only by a common horizon line. What we’re asking is that you take an A5 piece of 
paperor card and draw a landscape on it following the guidelines below. And then send it 
to us here at the Linenhall so we can present it as part of a big, joined up landscape to 
be exhibited in the Linenhall Foyer.

Guidelines for inclusion(NB - we’re being strict with this!):

1. Use a single A5 piece of paper or card (dimensions: 148 x 210mm - fold an A4 piece 
of paper in half and there you have it!).

2. Use any drawing medium – pencil, pen, marker, crayon, charcoal… - and DRAW your 
imagined view of a landscape. Urban, rural, historical, exotic, psychedelic: it’s up to 
you...

IMPORTANT:

- The horizon line MUST be at the same height at the 
left and right edges (what happens in between is up 
to you!).

- What you draw is completely contained within the 
piece of paper – ie nothing should ‘bleed’ off the 
edges (so that each drawing can be joined up to the 
next) as smoothly as possible.

3. Put your name and contact details (name, tel no, email, address) on the reverse of the 
drawing.

4. Post or drop in your submission to the Linenhall Arts Centre, Linenhall Street, 
Castlebar, marked ‘National Drawing Day’.

5. One submission per person. Closing date for entries is Friday 8th May at 5.00pm. 
Works will not be for sale. After 23rd May, works may be collected from the Linenhall 
(NB: sorry, no postal returns unless you send an appropriate stamped, self-addressed 
envelope.)Please note uncollected work will be retained only until 30th June.

Have fun, and help us put the ‘line’ into Linenhall!...
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